Speed-Up On 18-Year-Old Draft Bill Decided By Senate Leaders

General And His Lady At Cherbourg

Manpower Bill Debate Begins Early Next Week

WASHINGTON — The government administration has decided to push legislation for the drafting of 18-year-olds before setting the troops-for-Europe issue. Majority leader Majority-Florent 10-17h told Congress on Friday of a Democratic caucus that senate debate on the manpower bill will start early next week, probably on Tuesday.

State Draft Chief Clears Up New Rule

Outlines Graduate Referral Process

"There will be no absolute deferment of your plans," said Senator H. Arron, a Michigan Democrat of eventually, "who has served two terms in the Senate. But I have arrived at this new rule by the end of the rule."

U.S. Prepares To Build First Atom Engine

WASHINGTON — The United States is now nearer to being able to build the first nuclear engine by the end of the year, F. P. Herbert, Secretary of Defense, said today. The Pentagon has been working on the project for the last few months. The engine will be an atomic unit for use in military and defense purposes. The engine will be a small unit for use in military and defense purposes.

Spartacade Opens Tonight

Michigan State Host To 11 Schools

Annual Debate Tourney Starts Today

Spartacade Opens Tonight

Michigan State Host To 11 Schools

Annual Debate Tourney Starts Today

The final round of the annual debate tourney will be held in the Michigan State College on Wednesday, April 13. The tourney will feature 11 schools from throughout the state. The tourney will be held in the debate room of the Michigan State College and will be judged by a panel of five judges.

No Way Out

Lie Detector Test Gave Hard Time To Crime Student

Prat Harkness

The test was administered to a 15-year-old student who was suspected of being involved in a crime.

Nine From U.S. Mentioned For Peace Prize

Nine American students have been mentioned for the Nobel Peace Prize.

The news in Brief

Communists To Police Party Ranks

Reds in the world's social and political movements have discovered that the political party is the first line of defense against the new wave of oppression. Among the leaders of the parties are both former communists and former members of the parties.

Rocks' Sales Of 'West Ruled Out

Winston—The government is expected to rule out "Rocks" as a future food item. "Rocks" is a new food product that is expected to be a hit.

Russians Claim Armed Supremacy

Cuba and the United States are expelled from the United Nations Security Council. The council meeting was marked by a heated debate between the two countries.

Commemoration At Mount Rushmore

The mountain memorial was opened to the public on July 4, 1934. The monument was dedicated to the memory of the 240,000 soldiers who fell in the Great War.
Michigan State News

The Michigan State News is a daily newspaper published by Michigan State University. It covers campus news, sports, and other relevant topics for students and faculty. The article mentioned is a crossword puzzle from the Michigan State News, which is a common feature in newspapers to engage readers and provide a break from regular news stories.

The crossword puzzle is followed by a letter to the editor, which is a common feature in newspapers where readers can express their opinions on issues of the day. The letter to the editor is followed by a classified section, which is a collection of notices and advertisements, and a section for campus classifieds.

The Michigan State News also includes various advertisements for local businesses, such as watch repair services and jewelry purchases, which are typical features in community newspapers to support local businesses.

Overall, the Michigan State News provides a snapshot of life on campus, covering news, events, and local advertisements to inform and engage its readership.
Grapplers End Season In NW Title

Michigan State wrestlers gave the dual meet season an exciting finish as they captured the Northwest Conference title with a 62-3 victory over Ohio State in Pullman, Wash., yesterday.

State Tanksters To See Action This Afternoon

State's swimming squad has a key home meet against Indiana this afternoon to begin the start of the final components of the weekend Big Ten Conference游泳会议.

Murmurs Meet ND, Indiana In Big Ten Prep

Bill Beaudry

Late Sports Wire...

Dr. Alex Langsford's faculty appointment to head the wrestling program at Indiana University for the 1961-62 season was announced yesterday by Dr. Alex Gage, secretary of the Indiana University Board of Trustees.

Mattys meet Big Ten teams tonight... 

Spartan Trackmen To Face Vet Vermont
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Dr. Alex Langsford's faculty appointment to head the wrestling program at Indiana University for the 1961-62 season was announced yesterday by Dr. Alex Gage, secretary of the Indiana University Board of Trustees.
Game Fixer Slapped By U.S. Tax Lien

NEW YORK—(AP)—The government yesterday placed a $50,000 tax lien on the house of a venture-capitalist who has been under criticism for alleged stock manipulation.

Seyffert's house in the Village was the scene of a U.S. government investigation into whether Seyffert's activities were legal. The government has been investigating Seyffert's activities since 1974, when he was found to be involved in a number of illegal activities.

Seyffert, who has been a leading figure in the venture-capital industry, was suspected of manipulating the market in securities of several companies.

Student Wins Design Award

Wilson Tells U.S. Of Defense Buildup

(Continued from Page 1)

In an interview with the Los Angeles Times yesterday, Wilson said that the U.S. military was planning to build up its forces in the Pacific area to meet the threat from China.

Wilson said that the buildup would include the construction of new bases, the deployment of new weapons, and the training of additional troops.

Wilson said that the U.S. military was also planning to increase its spending on defense, and that it was expected to increase its defense spending by $5 billion in the next fiscal year.
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